No young man's

lifestyle was complete
without a sports car in the swinging
sixties. Miek lValsh compares and

If sfun all the way for

Rootes and MG

Ahine owner
Image is arguably a very crucial factor in the
marketing of a popular sports car. It's that accumulative character of styling, performance, pedigree
the

for his MG. Owners of either car would never waste
energy arguing as to which car is the most attractive.
They are too blinkered for that.
Once an MG man, always an MG man. He would
not even glance at an Alpine, let alone allow the
taboo subject to enter a conversation, except perhaps to ridicule. The Alpine owner, I am sure, would
be less obsessive, and might even confess that the
very reason he bought a Sunbeam in the first place is
because he couldn't afford an MGB. To my mind, for
what it's worth, and perhaps to augment the office
post-bag, I'll nominate the Alpine as my favourite.
Not because I have a fetish for fins, or because I like
American sports anrs, or becluse I still hold a grudge
against the MGB I once owned.

association, reputation,, status and fantasy. All are
part and parcel of the critical selling of any car, but
particularly sports cars. Many ofthose vital characteristics are transient, and ttrere is nothing like good

old nostalgia to transform the response to,

and

status of, old cars in the eighties.
But there is one derogatory, dismissive reaction
to certain models that time will never change, even

in these liberated times, and that is the

label

'woman's car'. It's enough to make stylists, marketing men and salesmen scream with despair. Once

the label has stuck, no amount of competition
success, performance goodies,

or restyling

can

The Alpine was a shade too glamorous

change that condemnation.

Triumph Spitfire, MG Midget, MGA, Triumph
TR7, Panther Lima, Fiat Xll9, Mazda RX7, AIfa
Romeo Spider - all have been so labelled in their

and far too obvious a concession to
American taste to be a true blooded

time! But more than all of these (with the exception
of the Spitfire), the Sunbeam Alpine has been called a
'a woman's carlby the hardy, blinkered, string-back
gloved, sports car driver. It's a very British prejudicee, I am convinced. Out in the Californian sun,
posing through the streets of Monaco, or dodging
tram lines in Milan, the Alpine would invite the most
flattering ofjudgements. But the trad-Brit, open car
fan is

a

British sports car
In terms of character and styling flair,

very discerning type, or pretends to be.

home product to match ttre romance of a British
sports car, and MG, Rootes and Triumph were
certainly not going to give any secrets away.
We'll ignore the TR4 in this match, partly because

of its higher price, and larger capacity, but more
because of its aggressive, muddled styling. The
Sunbeam Alpine and MGB were purer design conceptions, which in their original form have a simplicity which in years to come will be as respected as
the SS100 or Fiat Balilla. The creator of the
Sunbeam Alpine shape, Kenneth Howes, once remarked that his ambition was to see his sports car on
display in the Museum of Modern Art in New York,
but I doubt if Syd Enever had such grand aspirations
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think

tions of the Abingdon marque. It is easy to imagine
the response ofJohn Thornley and Syd Enever to
the suggestion of fns on an MG. 'My dear chap,
white walls if you must, but fins ? Heavens no I '
Kerureth Howes came to Rootes from the Loewy
Organisation, and the design studios of the Studebaker Motor Company again under the direction of
Mr Styling himsell Raymond Loewy. Kenneth had
turned his creative pencil to all manner of subjects
from ashtrays to push chairs, to all of which he gave
his unique futuristic flair. It is no surprise that he
later left design to create science fiction cartoon
strips, and collect abstract art. He hadjoined Rootes

For various reasons the MGB never quite fell foul
of this dreaded sexist label, although the more
purist enthusiast would disagree. Maybe it was the
simple fact that it wore the hallowed octagon badge,
with a pedigree as healthy and British as Harris
Tweed or Penguin books.
But things were much more exciting in the early
sixties when British sports cars, and motor bikes for
that matter, were still in demand all over the world.
They may not have been the most advanced designs,
but they were certainly the most affordable. And still
the lucrative market in America had yet to devise a

I

Kenneth Howes and Roy Axe simply had more
imagination, without being saddled by the conven-

1

in 1956, and was later put completely in charge of the
styling of their new sports car. The original clay buck
featured flowing scalloped wings with strong hints of

the Studebaker Hawk, surely the best looking of
fifties American cars. The management opted for
the plain style, and the final shape proved as
effective as it looked in the wind tunnel at MIM,
with a drag co-etlicient lower than an MGA. Origunlly called the Sabre, the production shape was clean
and elegant, spoiled only by the rather clumsy

bumper styling and 'eyebrow' headlight rims.
The evolution of the Abingdon challenge to the
Sunbeam had rather more diverse origins. MG must
have been one of the last sports car manufacturers to
discover door handles and wind-up windows, both of
which featured on a flashy Frua styling exercise for
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It takes a special breed of man to driue an MGB
the MGA. This project was later abandoned and cut
up to avoid customs dutywhen Syd Enevercc Ced that a completely new monocoque was req. _ d.
Strangely, the MG record car, EXI81, became the
basis for the new car which finally reached the
market place in 1962, but not before Renault had
extracted compensation from Abingdon for cribbing
its 'woman's car', the 1959 Floride. Nobody could
find the new MGB's styling offensive: conservative
and conventional, certainly, but it was no way as
distinctive as the pretty MGA it was to succeed.
It is in the styling department that perhaps the
source of the tag 'woman's car' can be found. The
Alpine was a shade too glamorous, too pretty, and
far too obvious a concession to American taste to be
a true-blooded British sports car. It was a perfect co-

star for Elizabeth Taylor in Butterfield. Eight, and.
Geraldine Moffat in Get Carter, although it must be
said that 007 drove an Alpine in DrNo. Can anyone
recall a movie starring an MGB?
So the Alpine takes the advantage in the styling
stakes! Some of you will argue that handling and
performance are what makes a great sports car, but

surely it's the look of the car that is the initial
temptation. No one wants to drive an ugly performance car, let alone restore one to its former glory.
And with the nostalgic classic scene, ultimate
formance seems less important. For the yc -'r
generations of classic enthusiasts, the style o-i"the
car is paramount. Why else wou-ld they drive
ponderous fifties tanks? The Alpine design is synonymous with the swinging sixties, whereas the MGB
has less nostalgic focus.

Under those sporting skins, and during hard
testing, the fundamental schism between the philosophies of Rootes and BMC soon become clear to
the contemporary motoring press. Both cars were
assembled largely from parts borrowed from their
companies' bread-and-butter saloons, and in that
respect the Alpine is technically the more innocuous
car of the two, Although it has no outstanding faults,
by the same token it has no noteworthy attributes.

The body design is an obvious example. The
integral body/chassis construction of the MGB was a
completely new design, while the Alpine is a heavily
strengthened version of the underframe used on the
Hillrnan Husky. To lower the centre of gravity and
increase the chassis stiffness, hefty X-bracing members were used. The engines also have clear links
with saloon counterparts. The Alpine engine was a
development of the old Minx block, ahnost identical

to the Super Mirx specification, with the refinements of the its speedier sister, the Humber
Sceptre. The four-cylinder cast iron block had an
alloy cylinder head and single overhead camshaft.
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Engine
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s.+ensioll front
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rear
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length
widrh
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B8.gmm
l79gcc
Pushrod ohv
8.8:1
95bhpat5250rpm
ll0lbsftat3ooorpm
Four-speed(cverdriveoptional)
Discs/drums
lnd by coil springs, wishbones, lever
arm dampers
Live axle, sem i e lliptic leaf
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castor action stiffens the steering. It is, however,
very precise for a recirculating ball system, and

a wood-trimmed
Leston Steering wheel to add the fmishing touch,
while the Alpine had to wait for the personalised

aesthetics. All that whs needed was

Harrington version to improve the car's interior
lmage.

Abingdon obviously made a real effort to produce
a low car, and with deep seats and high door sides
you really get the impression that you're down inside
the body and protected by it. Again, the whole feel,
no matter how contrived, is of driving a real sports

car, whereas the Alpine has a much more touring
impression to it. Perhaps the Alpine was just too

lines, but lacking real

flair

easy to place on the road!
Both hoods require a well rehearsed and carefully

disturbing on bumpy roads.

Not surprisingly, then, the MGB's primitive,
rugged, traditional character is very much a throwback to the spartan image of an English sports car.
Even from the outset, it could never have claimed to

planned operation, and in the event of a sudden
shower the driver would do better to grit his or her
teeth and press on. To quote Ken Miles na Car &
Driuer group test, the Sunbeam top 'is probably the

be a modern design. There were token design
considerations to the sixties, with such advanced

most miserable miscarriage ever made'. In concept,
the Alpine design would appear the more practical,
as the hood is not detachable, and when folded down

technology as wind-up windows and, yes, even door
handles. But it was that pure, rugged quality that
was its most appealing character. And, as all the

stows neatly behind a metal cover. In reality, the
operation takes at least 15mins, during which time
most of your finger nails have been broken. Car
magazine recommended using a tyre lever.
The early MG hood was almost

as bad.

advertising claimed, you had to be, or would be,
transformed into a special kind of man if you owned
one. Supermen like 'Luke Anthony, Pacific coast
scuba diver, and Lute Eldridge, Lockheed F-104
test pilot'. Both were among that 'special breed of
men' that the advertising claimed owned this 'dis-

The design

required the complete removal of the hood cover
from the frame and rear body. The frame itself was
then detached, folded up, and stowed in the boot
beneath all the luggage. A folding frame that collapsed behind the seats was later available as an
extra. Considering both were proclaimed as 'modernrsports cars, the designs were quite ludicrous,
and unacceptable compared to the effortless operation of continental competitors.

MGB:

'lt

steers and rides like a truck,
at all times'

Once on the road, the cars are less compatible. At
average road speeds on smoothroads the handling of

the Alpine is fairly close to the MG, with mild
understeer being the natural characteristic, while
bumps and potholes will cause the live axle to hop
sideways. The big difference is when the cars are
driven harder. The MGB is undoubtedly the quicker
car, but its great virtue is predictability. Under fast
cornering, the understeer will change to gradual
oversteer, until finally, if pushed hard enough, the
tail runs right out. On wet rbad surfaces, the same
happens except much more slowly, but the good
steering enables easy recovery. The rack and pinion
system is generally very precise and stable, although at the expense of high shock transmission,
and a slightly heavy feel. Ken Miles vr'as more
critical: 'It steers and rides like a truck, with fairly
wild oversteer present at all times. The front wheels
will do anything you want themto do - the problem is
keeping the rear tyres from passing you on the

tinctive breed of car' and were manly enough to
:
handle 'powerful responsive cars'. These men c

Engine origin is as exciting as the Austin A40
becomes even more predominant the faster you
drive. The heavy steering and a lack of power makes
it tiring to push faster than it wants to go. When the
car does break away, perhaps because ofthe shorter
wheelbase, all four wheels tend to slide at once.
Needless to say, acceleration, of course, can induce
the tail to come out. The steering on the Alpine feels

lighter for the first half turn either side of dead
centre, but with more lock the over-developed

a car

like this.

is a natural

heralded the pretty Alpine, and the ad copy had
heavy emphasis on refinement with catch lines like
'How to get a Sunbeam Alpine ready for the winter?

Roll up the windows', or 'Some said the ashtray
wasn't big enough'. The other angle was the '
Fins added glamour to

the

Alpine's clean shape

dom factor, the car'for people who haven't forgo.:r
how to have fun', the natural choice for an ex-soap

box derby ace. That's not to say Rootes ignored
their illustrious racing past. Where Abingdon reminded punters that dad's youth wouldn't have been
the same without a TC, Rootes recalled the Sunbeam Grand Prix greats of the twenties. And any
competition success, like class wins at Sebring,
was used to boost the flagging performance image.
And it was performance more than anything else
that was the deciding factor between the two cars.
The Alpine just cried out for more power, and too
often road testers concluded that this 'tight, secure,
predictable, handsome car was ideal for a suburban
housewife's runabout chores'. There we are again,
back to that dreaded label 'woman's car', but if that
means you feel relaxed at the end of a long journey
that's fine by me. And that, more often than not, was
the conclusionof mostmotoring scribes of the day.
The MGB was a relatively conventional attempt at
a real sports car in the most basic sense, whereas
Rootes had the courage actually to redefine the same
concept. The result was a perfectly comfortable,
refined, fast tourer, a tifle later officially given by its
makers to the Series IV Alpine.
Our thanks to Richard Jones of the Sunbeam Alpine Club
and George Pratt of the MG Car Club for providing such

If

understeerer, which

Alpine:'The heavy steering and laek
of power makes it tiring to push faster
The Alpine marketing team took an altogether

controls, steering and suspension, they would have
one ofthe best cars in the world.'I hate to think what
this great driver would have made of a seventies,
rubber-bumpered version. More than anything else,
it was the pedal effort and layout that most annoyed
Ken Miles: 'Atrocious. The worst of any car I have
ever tested.' I have to agree they are badly placed,
and suspended, making it almost impossible to heel
and toe. I should know, I spent two years practising
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MGB?

more modest approach to the selling of their sporting
product. The 'design of distinction' was how Rootes

MG would devote a little attention to things like

inmyMGB!
The Alpine

Right Stuff automatically owned an MG, but u ,r
Joe, bored with life, trudging, head down into a
future of staie movies, the same old parties and
aimless weekends' could perk up his lifestyle with
the octagon spirit. Yes, the ads blatently stated that
the MGB would change your outlook, even your
whole life, a car 'where you give the orders and it
takes them in style.' Not forgetting, of course, the
'canny ability to attract good company', namely
beautiful women. How did mankind get by without an

than it wants to go'

outside of a turn. The steering effort was also
uncomfortably high.'
The MGB in this group test was second only to
the Alfa Romeo Duetto in lap times around the Long
Island National Speedway, ahead of a TR4A, Fiat
1500 Spider, Sunbeam Alpine and Datsun SPL. Ken
Miles felt that the good roadholding, however, was
no substitute for an unpleasant ride, and stiff suspension. His final comment was very telling: 'l don't
like to put so much effort into driving

better insulated than the MG's rack and pinion. Ken
Miles knew the Alpine intimately, having raced it and
its bigger brother, the Tiger. He felt 'the car actually
handled fairly well considering its high centre of
gravity, and ratier short wheelbase'. The most
severe handling trait was caused by weight transfer
forwards due to a high C of G, so that the chassis
flexed at the front suspension, taking all the- castor
,
rout of the geometry and making the car's path
unpredictable. Ken conceded that the ride wasn't
bad, but noted a certain looseness of fit that was

Alpine engine was a deoelopment of

the

H illman M inx
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immaculate cars in such

appallingweather.
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